Design and Access Statement
Benefice Farm, 15 Mill House Lane, Croft. WA3 7HA.

Proposed demolition of existing farmhouse and erection of replacement dwelling

This Design and Access Statement has been prepared to accompany a planning submission for the site
and should be read in conjunction with the submission drawings
REV A: 2020.06.09 revised to reflect client requested amendments
REV B: 2022.04.01 revised to reflect alternate house design for new submission
REV C: 2022.04.07 revised to reflect client requested amendments

HISTORY
This Design and Access Statement: has been developed to reflect a redesigned replacement
dwelling following on from a formal pre-application enquiry: PR/2019/04392, and further
redesigned following subsequent refused Plannng Application: 2020/37120
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HISTORY
Benefice farm is a small existing agricultural holding on the outskirts of the Croft settlement. It lies
to the North East of Warrington and is several hundred yards from the Croft Interchange of the M6
and M62.
It lies wholly in the Greenbelt
The farmhouse is located at 15 Mill House Lane. The farm included a second dwelling at 17 Mill
House Lane which was built and lived in by another family member.
The farm is the family home of the applicant’s grandparents, The Monks family, a well-known local
farming family in Croft. and the applicant has fond memories of spending weekends there and
staying in the farmhouse during summer holidays whilst helping on the farm. The family have lived
in the area and farmed the land for circa 100 years. In recent years and with the passing away of
a family member of the applicant, the farm has become somewhat run down. The farm house is
in a seriously bad condition and it is not economically viable to repair it. In addition, many of the
historic adjustments and changes are not in accordance with modern ways of living or current
building regulations. The farmhouse is now too unstable to allow entry and a demolition notice
has been submitted. Many of the existing farm outbuildings are also in poor condition, but upon
the advice received as part of the formal Pre-application Enquiry it was suggested to keep the
replacement dwelling a separate application to any works involving the existing farm buildings.
The estate of the applicant’s family has split the site between:
A: 17 Mill House Lane which is habitable, and includes a small parcel of land and several smaller
and larger outbuildings, some of which require attention and are in a similar condition to the site
(indeed formed part of it)
B: Benefice farm, the farmhouse at 15 Mill House Lane, the larger parcel of land and associated
agricultural and ancillary buildings. Part A is owned by other members the applicant’s family.
The dilapidated buildings on site have fallen into disrepair in recent years with the passing away
of a relative. Some are usable and some require significant investment or replacement. However,
upon the advise of the pre-application enquiry response, these have been left out of this
application to ensure clarity and in the belief that the replacement dwelling would be dealt with
as a matter of urgency, in order to get the site re-occupied.
The applicant wishes to return Benefice Farm to a family home and agricultural small holding, it
is currently vacant. They wish to live on the site and operate it as a farm business, also reinstating
hedges and trees and creating a wildlife habitat following advice from an Environmental
consultant in March 2021. The applicant met with Ellie Morris from United Utilities Water Catchment
Team (17th March 2021) to discuss types of planting which will help to avoid run off from farming
and improve the water quality.
Benefice Farm is a smallholding of approximately 9 acres (3.6 Hectares) , however for the purposes
of this application the site has been limited to that immediately accessible through the current
farm access and is 0.62 Hectares
They have great sentimental attachment to the existing farmhouse, but given it’s current condition
see the merit in replacing it with a more sustainable yet sympathetic form that will allow the family
to look after the farm for generations. Anecdotally the farmhouse was not thought to have proper
foundations. According to the submission in relation to the applicant’s uncle (new build of number
17 Mill House Lane) the original cottage at number 17 was built around 1860 and the brickwork
was crumbling. There was no damp proof course or proper foundations. It is understood that the
existing 15 and the original 17 were contemporaneous with each other.

Front elevation of 15 Mill House Lane, with existing gate. Pig Cote with low wall visible to rear

HISTORY
The existing farmhouse is a double fronted residential dwelling facing on to Mill House Lane. It has
a central front door which is more of a formal entrance and like many rural properties the day to
day access was via a more practical rear door with a collection of later additions to the original
form.
The building is solid wall masonry construction with graded diminishing sized stone roof. The
building is relatively unadorned of ornamentation with little in the way of swept heads, stone
cills or decorative brickwork, which might otherwise be expected but which is in keeping with a
practical and pragmatic rural home. The existing windows do not appear original in fenestration
pattern. The pragmatic approach to unnecessary form/ build cost is continued with simple eaves
of exposed rafter feet which are low at the first floor window head, a shallow pitched roof and
relatively low ridge height. The existing ridge is lower than either of the adjoining properties.
The sides of the property are utilitarian with a number of later window installations in the side
elevations which are unequally spaced and sized.
The two storey building drops to single storey at the rear and the roof continues down. The
property has been extended a number of times but these are all historic additions and of limited
construction quality.
The existing building is in such a state of dilapidation that surveying the existing building internally
is not safe without costly repair and shoring works, and therefore it is not possible to provide asexisting floor plans.

Geomatic
Surveys Ltd

badly spalled brickwork to side elevation: in
terms of structural and weatherproofing performance the existing building is no longer
economically viable

PRE-APPLICATION ENQUIRY
An initial sketch scheme was prepared and issued to WBC as a Pre-application Enquiry:
Reference no.:
PR/2019/04392
Location:
15, MILL HOUSE LANE, WARRINGTON, WA3 7HA
Description:
Demolition of existing farmhouse and erection of new farmhouse dwelling, demolition of existing
buildings and erection of new agricultural buildings
Case Officer:
Luke Ashley 01925 442819
The Output of this was a meeting on site of 14th February 2020 with LPA case Officer Angela
Forsyth and a written response as follows:
I understand that you own a small 8 acre holding and are proposing to demolish the original farmhouse and replace it with a new
dwelling of a similar footprint and a slightly larger scale. Also demolish a number of dilapidated (mostly timber) agricultural sheds to the
rear and replace them with a single agricultural building to hold farm machinery / store hay etc.
The National Planning Policy Framework (2019) (NPPF) states that inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to the Green Belt
and should not be approved except in very special circumstances. Substantial weight should be given to any harm to the Green Belt.
The construction of new buildings in the Green Belt is inappropriate unless:
•
the building is for agriculture and forestry;
•
it is for an extension or alteration of a building provided that it does not result in disproportionate additions over and above
the size of the original building;
•
it is for the replacement of a building, provided the new building is in the same use and not materially larger than the one it
replaces.
The following policies are the most relevant and follow the principles as set out in the NPPF (2019).
•
Policy CC 2 Protecting the Countryside
•
Policy CS5 Overall Spatial Strategy - Green Belt
•
Policy CC2 Protecting the Countryside
•
Policy CS 1 Overall Spatial Strategy - Delivering Sustainable Development
•
Policy QE6 ‘Environment and Amenity Protection’
•
Policy QE7 ‘Ensuring a High Quality Place’
The one for one replacement of the original farmhouse would be acceptable in principle. Such a proposal falls within one of the
exception tests as set out above; providing that the replacement building is not materially larger than the one it replaces. There may
be some scope for slightly enlarging the replacement dwelling but this would be assessed in the context of the exception test above.
Basically, you need to be subtle with the design to ensure that the scale and massing of the replacement dwelling respects the scale
and massing of the original dwelling.
This would be assessed in the whole, looking at and comparing the original / proposed footprint, habitable floor area, internal volume and scale. The most important aspect in the decision making process would be the building’s harm to openness and Green Belt
character. I would point out that the illustrative floor plans of the dwelling as provided, over two floors, would appear to result in a bulky
dwelling significantly larger in terms of massing than the original dwelling. You also need to distinguish what would be residential curtilage and what would be agricultural land as part of any planning application.
In regard to the agricultural shed, again a new agricultural building associated with a small holding is likely to fall within the exceptions
test as set out above. I understand that a store for vehicles and implements used to manage the land would be necessary and also to
some extent an ancillary store for items grown on the land; but I am not sure at this stage why that building needs to have this footprint,
double height and include a first floor office. I note that the proposal would involve the removal of a number of small agricultural sheds;
this would be received favourably and would enable officers to be more flexible in the decision making process; however, this in itself
would not override the main Green Belt principles – openness and Green Belt character.
8 acres translates to 3.2Ha. and although this is a sizeable piece of land, it is not considered to be a significant farm holding, I would use
the term small holding for a farm of this size. You need to ensure that what you are proposing is reasonable and necessary to manage
8 acres and does not represent what you would prefer. Green Belt policies are very restrictive and you need to clarify what you want
and why you need it. The key consideration is what is reasonable. The location of an agricultural shed in close proximity to the existing
cluster of farm buildings would serve to support and minimise potential harm to openness.
To conclude, subject to the above, a replacement dwelling and supporting agricultural shed may not be considered to be inappropriate development in the Green Belt. The proposals should be submitted on two applications, one for a new dwelling with the proposed
residential curtilage edged in red and the other for an agricultural shed with the 8acres edged in red.

PREVIOUS PLANNING APPLICATION
An Planning appliacation was prepared and submitted WBC in June 2020. It was validated on
10th June 2020.
The highly protracted application period included various design amendments to the request of
the Planning Officer. However, when the proposal was ultimately determined in January 2022 it
has been stated ‘no amendments...could have made the development acceptable’ and the
proposal refused:
Application No.: 2020/37120
Proposal: Full Planning - Demolition of existing detached dwelling & construction of replacement detached dwelling (Amended
Description)
Location: BENEFICE FARM, 15 MILL HOUSE LANE, WARRINGTON, WA3 7HA
Decision: THE BOROUGH COUNCIL HAS DECIDED TO REFUSE PERMISSION FOR THE FOLLOWING REASON(S);
1) The replacement dwelling proposed is materially larger than the dwelling it is replacing and as such is inappropriate development
in the Green Belt. Inappropriate development is harmful be definition. No case for very special circumstances has been submitted.
Furthermore, the proposed dwelling would result in a loss of openness in the Green Belt. Accordingly, the development fails to comply
with policies CS1 and CS5 of the Warrington Local Plan Core Strategy and the NPPF which seek to protect the Green Belt from
inappropriate development.
Informative(s)
1) For the avoidance of doubt, plans considered as part of the decision making process:
• Site Location Plan 19.GON.01 001 Rev C received 18/06/20
• Existing outline elevations 19.GON.01 003- received 24/08/20
• Concept site plan 19.GON.01 100 Rev I received 03/06/2021
• Proposed dwelling 19.GON.01 101 Rev I received 03/06/2021
The proposal would not improve the economic, social and environmental conditions of the area nor does it comply with the
development plan and therefore does not comprise sustainable development. There were no amendments to the scheme, or
conditions which could reasonably have been imposed, which could have made the development acceptable and it was therefore
not possible to approve the application.
DATED: 14-Jan-2022

PROPOSALS
The proposals were significantly revised as a result of the pre-application enquiry written advice.
This (nor the previous) application do not deal with the existing outbuildings which will form part of
a later phase of work and further applications.
The proposals are limited to the residential element of the farm and seek to simply replace the
existing dilapidated dwelling with a considered home with echoes of the original farmhouse.
Following refusal of the previous application, to address the reason stated in the Decion Notice,
the design has been reworked to replicate the existing dilapidated dwelling as closely as
practical, whilst providing a dwelling which can still be built to modern regulation standards.
As previous, the footprint area of the proposal is no greater than the existing dilapidated house. To
allow for construction to modern regulations, whilst further limiting the internal area, has resulted in
a proposed volume smaller than the existing dilapidated house.

USE
The site use is currently an agricultural plot with a residential dwelling and associated agricultural
outbuildings.
The proposals are to retain the use of the site. This is in keeping with the use of the surrounding
area.
The proposals are for a single replacement dwelling house which is in keeping with the immediate
surroundings. The scale and mass is commensurate with the surrounding residential use.
The proposals do not compromise the openness of the Greenbelt and the existing building forms a
central part of linear residential dwellings along Mill House Lane.
The proposals do not increase the number of dwellings.
It is felt that the design has been considered in a way which will not lead to a dwelling that has a
significantly increased impact on the openness of the Greenbelt.
It is felt that the new dwelling is not significantly larger in terms of scale and mass, height or impact
to the existing forms that are on the site. It is felt that the new dwelling sits comfortably within the
curtilage of the original property and does not have a negative impact upon the greenbelt nor
the amenity of neighbouring properties.
In terms of use, the proposed replacement dwelling does not increase the number of units
currently on the site from the existing residential unit but seeks to provide an improved layout and
better quality residential dwelling, which more sensitively addresses the surrounding open fields
and also provides a natural replacement for the existing dwelling which is currently dilapidated an
uninhabitable.

Layout
The extent of residential curtilage for this site is not easily distinguished from the wider agricultural
holding, they are part and parcel of the same site. However, at the request of the LPA a yellow
line is shown on the proposed site plan and this is indicative of the extent of the “residential”
portion of the site.
The proposals do seek to provide a more distinct residential garden which the current farmhouse
does not possess. Whilst there is small “front” garden (and the proposed front garden is very
similar) there is currently no private rear garden per se, just a farm yard, and the proposals do seek
to provide a small distinct rear private garden.
The footprint of the existing farmhouse is 116m2.
The footprint of the proposed farmhouse is 116m2.
There is no increase in the proposed footprint of the residential farmhouse on the site. The footprint
is slightly adjusted in layout, but essentially on the site of the existing farmhouse. The adjustments
are mainly to provide a clear boundary to the neighbouring 17 Mill House Lane whilst allowing
access down the side of the farmhouse. Other footprint adjustments rationalise a number of
previous extensions to the original farmhouse.
The layout of the proposal is based upon client requirements,extensive consultation and redesigns
at the requirement of the LPA. Proposals have been discussed with the immediate neighbours and
suggestions incorporated into the application submission.
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Layout
The proposed layout has been arrived at after careful consideration of the site and its context. The
existing dwelling is a key informer of the proposed scheme.
The layout has been arrived at using the existing footprint position as a starting point. This has been
used to reduce the potential impact on neighbouring properties, by ensuring the development
encroaches no closer than the existing and in fact is positioned slightly further away to the closer
properties.
The new dwelling has a ridge height approx 350mm higher than the existing building. This is
required to provide a replacement dwelling constructed to modern building standards, including
to raise the internal ground floor of the building 150mm above external ground level to reduce
potential damp ingress - a latent defect in the existing building.
As outlined in the history section, the existing building has a particularly low eaves, unusually
shallow roof pitch roof pitch and therefore ridge height. The proposal it is not significantly higher
than the original building. More significantly the proposed ridge is set further back than the
existing ridge, so will be less visually apparent from the highway. The ridge is now lower than the
neighbouring property to satisfy the LPA. A further reduction in ridge height has been deemed
negative as it would result in a further compromise on the roof pitch to a point where the choice
of materials would be limited (the roof pitch is set at the practical lower limit to allow natural roof
slate to be installed).
The main theme of the general layout is to centre the dwelling around a large open plan kitchen/
dining/ family space which maximises the views over the open countryside.
The layout is based on an uneven eaves height at front and rear and an offset ridge located
deep in the plan form. This includes a lower eaves level to the rear which echoes the existing
lower roof line at the rear of the existing property
The proposed building layout echoes the existing building in many ways, and this is a specific
client requirement. The building is double fronted, as is the case with the existing building, with
a central formal front entrance. More formal reception rooms are located to the front of the
property and these will likely be used less on a day to day basis.
To allow a sustainable lifetime homes approach, one of the formal reception rooms (the study)
has been designed so that it could be used as a ground floor bedroom and the utility room
adapted for use as a wet room.
The dwelling has a sizeable boot room accessed directly from the farm yard, with an associated
wc and shower room. This is an important aspect of the function of the building as part of a
working farm. There are a number of lesser windows in this elevation but these are important in
maintaining oversight over the entrance to the farm.
The property has a large open plan kitchen dining space functioning as a farmhouse kitchen
and will be the functional heart of the house. It is a family space and will overlook and maintain a
visual connection to the farm.
The staircase is centrally located, and allows a relatively straightforward three bedroom layout at
first floor. The first floor is off centre towards the front of the dwelling to match the existing house.
Windows are located to the front to provide views over the open countryside. The rear aspect at
first floor (with little accommodation) includes only rooflight glazing, to allow the roof to remain per
the character of the existing house.
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Scale
The proposed scale of the development is in keeping with the size of the existing site.
The mass of the building is to be positioned no nearer to existing neighbouring buildings than the
current condition, indeed in most instances it is further away than the existing building to reduce
any potential impact.
Assessing the proposals on other criteria, the eaves of the new building are slightly higher than
the existing building to be demolished, however, this is partly because the existing building has
particularly low floor to floor heights, eaves, window heads etc. and the proposals are more akin
to the existing adjacent dwellings.
The eaves levels are higher at the front and lower at the rear. This is a response to the existing
building, and allowing an attractive visual appearance at the highway frontage whilst
maintaining a low ridge height.

Landscape
There are no trees proposed to be removed as part of the works.
The design philosophy is one of taking full advantage of the views of the open countryside, whilst
retaining privacy to this plot and also that of neighbouring properties. The exact design of the
external areas has not yet been resolved but it is felt that it will be wholly domestic in appearance
and in keeping with a residential area.
One of the advisory points of the pre-application response was that the residential curtilage be
defined separately to the agricultural element. It is not as straightforward as this, as the site is a
working farm, or as the officer wished it to be described as a small holding. Even so, a yellow line
has been added on the site plan to define what would notionally be described as the residential
element of the site, but there must be understanding that this includes yard area which will be
used by agricultural vehicles to access the farmland around and the associated agricultural
buildings (which admittedly at present are in a poor condition and will be subject to a separate
application in due course).
Landscape to the “garden areas” is envisaged to comprise low borders and beds of planting to
the front to break up the mass of metalled surface, whilst still allowing ample parking and turning
area for vehicles to access the side of the building (as they currently do) to access the rear; to
the rear there are envisaged some areas of deck/ patio adjacent to opening elements of the
building (particularly the veranda element).
As the dwelling is also a working environment it is important to create a rear garden that is safe
and separated from the traffic flows. It is proposed that existing feature of a low brick wall with
a curved coping that is a feature of the retained outbuilding should form the boundary to the
rear garden and also the boundary to the neighbouring number 17. This is proposed to be a solid
boundary circa 1m high at a height that allows light into the space, and neighbourly relations but
which also provides secure play area for small children which is distinct to the farm yard.
Elsewhere, site boundaries are to be retained as existing or to comprise open aspect post and rail
fencing to maximise views but also maintain the openness of the existing farm.
The front of the site is to be broadly open to facilitate and improve on the currently difficult
manoeuvring required to turn a vehicle on the site. It was felt that a key aspect was to improve
the access, and this dealt with in more detail elsewhere.
The rear of the residential area, includes an existing set of original pig cotes, which the client is
keen to retain and refurbish.

Appearance.
The appearance of the building is influenced by the preceding sections, and by the response
to the existing building, the Pre-application Enquiry and outcome of the previous Planning
Application.
The appearance of the submission is informed by the existing features of the site, namely the
existing house, and that of the surrounding area in terms of material choices.
The appearance of the house has been arrived at to reflect the key design parameters of
the project: utilising the potential of the site’s aspect over open countryside; providing a well
apportioned layout, whilst reflecting the scale, mass and features of the existing adjacent sites.
The elevations will be finished in brick, as are several of the neighbouring properties and the
existing house on the site. It is proposed that the exact brick finish be agreed as part of a planning
condition once sample panels can be prepared but it is envisaged that this might be a reclaimed
brick with an uncoloured mortar or a new heritage style brick.
It is proposed that the majority of the windows are a simple window pattern and form. The
window frames are expected to form part of a condition of approval but are envisaged as either
coloured polyester powder coated aluminium clad windows (timber or pvcu) coloured white or
a light colour shade It is proposed that windows be deeply recessed within the window reveals to
provide a decent shadow line and articulation of the elevation and more akin to an older form
solid wall construction.
It is proposed that a eaves include a very limited overhang, which is in accordance with the
existing building. A three course corbelled brick detail in matching brick is proposed and the
rainwater good to be fitted via rise and fall brackets rather than a formal fascia/ soffit. The front
elevation is modest with windows of a standard domestic scale to fit in with the neighbouring
street scene, and the existing double fronted house.
The ground floor rear of the property has a more generous outlook with larger glazed elements.
The lower rear eaves reflect the existing form, with rooflights to allow aspect and natural light into
the building (with a sloping ceiling soffit).
The side elevations are more utilitarian, but each element has been considered. Windows to the
elevation facing number 17 are limited. This is partly due to spread of fire requirements adjacent
to the boundary, but also to allow natural light into the central staircase. Moving the building off
of the boundary allows periodic access, but also allows better visual articulation of this elevation
compared to the existing condition, whilst within the building regulations for glazing adjacent to
boundaries.
The West side elevation has more opportunity for articulation, however any fenestration in this
elevation is deliberately secondary. The secondary window to the lounge allows glimpses of the
open countryside. It is deliberately on this side of the building as the other side has a prominent
pylon and views of the M6 Motorway, so is screened from view. The other windows in this elevation
provide security and oversight of the entrance, and more prosaic ventilation/ daylight to
bathrooms. The mass of the elevation has been broken up with a chimney and is deliberately less
symmetrical and formal than the front elevation, in keeping with the existing building.
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Inclusive Design Statement/ Access
Accessibility is very important. External layouts have been designed at this stage to ensure that
access to, from and within each element is considered at this time in accordance with Approved
Document M and BS 8300.
The scheme is intuitive, logically laid out and obvious to use.
There is level access to all entry points of the proposals, both front and rear access. All new
entrances are to be via level access thresholds.
Designed with BS8300 in mind as best practice solutions.
There has been consideration of visual acuity of entrance areas and intuitive location for ease of
use.
There has been consideration of existing and proposed levels to facilitate inclusive approach to
movement. Whilst the majority of the driveway surface is porous and may be of a granular ﬁnish,
the area of the immediate entrance is to be a hard ﬁnish to aid potential wheelchair access
Vehicular access is very similar to the existing access but several key improvements have been
made. The vegetation at the front entrance e is to be removed and a small fence set further back
from the edge of the highway. This will improve the visibility splays for cars entering and existing
the site.
Whilst vehicle movements are not likely to increase, the entrance has been widened slightly (the
building is slightly narrower than the existing. This will result in the entrance driveway being circa
5m wide which will allow vehicle to pass and or parking directly outside of the side entrance.
There is an existing gate which is circa 3.2m set back from the edge of the highway. This is to
be removed and in time an allowance has been shown for a new replacement gateway to be
formed 6m back from the highway to allow vehicles to pull entirely off the lane should the gate
be closed. It is not envisaged that the gate would be closed in the day to day course of the site,
which is the same as the existing arrangement.
The formal hard standing area is increased. This is partly to allow improved parking, but also to
allow vehicles to enter the site, turn on the site and exit in a forward direction. This is a significant
improvement on the current condition, which whilst it is possible to turn in the existing yard, this is
limited by virtue of any other vehicles parked \and or utilising land owned by number 17.
Setting the building a little further back than the existing dwelling also gives it a more comfortable
position in relation to the adjacent buildings on Mill House Lane
There is ample parking within the proposed site for in excess of the suggested car parking design
criteria. It is envisaged that this does not need to be formally identified and parking will be ad hoc
depending on the types of vehicles on the site at any time. This may include agricultural vehicles.
By adjusting the site entrance, the visibility splays are improved. Whilst not in accordance with
Manual for Streets requirements, this is an existing entrance and improvements have been made
on the existing condition.

